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THIRD QUARTER PROGRESS REPORT
The past several months have recorded a banner period of higher
Natural Gas Revenues for Metalore.
Last summer the Natural Gas Market in North America embarked
on a spectacular rise to historically high levels and Metalore
strategically positioned its Forward Sales at exceptionally high price
spikes. By early January, 2001, we had locked in premium prices for a
substantial portion of our production all the way ahead to April, 2002.
Thus, the premium prices for our production have been guaranteed for
a significantly extended period of time. Bottom line is :
Metalore’s nine month performance (recorded herein) will be
eclipsed by a new all-time (37 years) high for Fiscal 2001, and
(barring any unseen eventualities) the record of 2001 should
again be surpassed by another new all time high for Fiscal 2002.
Although current Natural Gas Prices have slipped from their recent
highs, the long term supply/demand picture in North America will
continue to be influenced by growing industrial consumption,
particularly with co-generation for electricity (Kyoto Protocol), and
consequently, we expect prices to remain buoyant for at least the next
several years. The proposed big inch pipelines, which will transport
large new volumes on-stream from hinterland sources, will be hard
pressed to quench the thirst of hungry new markets. Metalore’s policy
to further expand our (Clear Creek and Crown Forest Fields) already
healthy Proven Gas Reserves, located right in the industrial heartland
of Southern Ontario, will be increasingly rewarded.
Our diligent resolve to protect the EQUITY of Shareholders over the
years, by limiting the issuance of new shares from the treasury, is also
now being rewarded. Metalore is the lowest cap resource company listed
on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Have you considered the present day
implications? Our low capitalization (1,745,000 shares) translates into
gross revenues of more than 5¢ per share for every additional $100,000 of
income – and we plan to appropriately increase the Dividend to
Shareholders this year, as previously indicated.
On behalf of the Board,
George W. Chilian, President
Feb. 16, 2001
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